General Comments (in random order)
“I decided to have chair covers at the very last minute and sitting pretty were able to
provide me with what I wanted at a reasonable price. Communication was excellent and
service was brilliant. Thank you.”
“Nicky was extremely friendly and helpful and knew the venue (and the different chairs)
very well so could give us fantastic tailored advice about what we needed and what she
could provide. Would definitely recommend.”
“Nicky was good to deal with, professional and polite. I would recommend her services to
future brides and wish her we for the future.”
“Nicky was so so helpful, she provided wonderful advice and support and even helped me
post wedding with organising and clearing wedding bits that were left over.”
“Sitting pretty was a dream to work with, and the barn looked magical. I cannot thank them
highly enough”
“Sitting Pretty were amazing....they managed to make the room look exactly as I pictured in
my head. Nicky was friendly and professional throughout always replying to emails
promptly. I couldn’t have asked for better service.”
“Sitting pretty chair covers were fantastic from start to finish. I met Nicky at a wedding fair
at Losley park and the customer service was great. She even gave me a swatch of the colours
that I was thinking of using to take away and match with my bridesmaid dresses. She was
very quick to respond to any queries I had about the chair covers and what would happen on
the day. Overall we were very happy with the service and recommend sitty pretty chair
covers to anyone that was getting married,”
“I am a very particular person, and after meeting Nicky from Sitting pretty I knew I had found
the right supplier, she explained everything perfectly, so easy to work with, will accept and
discuss ideas and was so helpful! She got my vision and we worked together to come up with
the right match. Fab!”
“Nicky was very helpful, posting out samples and accommodating last minute changes.
Rooms looks stunning, beautifully dressed! Excellent prompt responses to queries and
questions.”
“Nicky was fantastic. She explained the process and was flexible when we needed it. We had
excellent communication down to the last day. Nicky was so very helpful and stepped in
when we needed help with a replica post box.”

“Nicky was fantastic from the first meeting. She was very professional and her
communication was very good. She worked independently with my venue to set up and
collect the covers after so that was one less thing to organise on a very long to do list! The
quality of the covers and sashes were great, with a good choice of colours and fabrics; the
room looked lovely and everyone commented on how great the room looked. I could not
recommend ’Sitting Pretty’ more highly.”
“We were so pleased with the huge difference the chair covers made to the stylish look of
our wedding reception room. Nicky and her colleagues were very professional and helpful
throughout the whole process of arranging the chair covers.”
“Nicky was fantastic to work with and the chair covers/sashes really made our reception
venue look amazing. When we asked for some samples of the sashes so we could compare
colours, they were sent to us immediately which we really appreciated. We would not
hesitate to recommend Sitting Pretty to anybody looking for chair covers.”
“We have booked Pretty Chair Covers quite short notice and Nicky was from the beginning
very helpful, flexible with the delivery times and the finished product looked of high quality
and absolutely beautiful in our ceremony and reception room at Northbrook Park!”
“This was one supplier I did not have to worry about. I just selected my colours and
everything was done the day before and I did not have to worry about a thing. The chairs
looked stunning and really made our venue look amazing.”
“Nicky was very helpful in guiding us to the correct colour. Offered a variety of shades in the
colour we needed. Supplied and fitted the chairs, which looked pristine and more
importantly fitted so well. Great communication and value for money. Wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend to friends and family”
“They were very professional and helpful in their delivery and choice of the covers. I had
complete confidence in them. I would definitely recommend them to any bride and groom.”
“Excellent product which looked great.”
“Nicky always responded very promptly to e-mails and queries. When it was realised she
didn’t stock the sash colour we were after, I ordered these from another supplier and she
kindly agreed for these to be delivered and stored directly with her.”
“Sitting pretty chair covers provided an incredible service. The colour I wanted was unique
and not in the range Nicky had available. Nicky managed to source the exact colour match
chair cover for my wedding making it just perfect! Would recommend to anyone. Chairs
looked beautiful!!”

“Nicki at Sitting Pretty was absolutely brilliant from start to finish. she was so helpful with
everything, and gave great recommendations for other suppliers as well. couldnt
recommend her highly enough!”
“As a first time bride I could’nt fault Nicky on her advice and beautiful samples of the
colours on offer. Her expertise and friendly manner really put me at ease and I didn’t worry
one bit.”
“Nicky Rooney is a very professional woman to deal with. She advised on the best colours
and the end result was fabulous. Her team are very quick and even checked with the venue
what chairs we were having to ensure the best fit. First class service!”
“Sitting Pretty Chair Covers were a breath of fresh air to work with. Nikki had a welcoming
communication style that was always clear. The one thing that made Nikki stand out from
her competitors was her immediate response, product style and colour range. In addition,
she went out of her way to support me when I was trying to match all my accessories colour.
I would love to work with Nikki again and I will always reccommend Sitty Pretty Chair
Covers.”
“Excellent personal service. Would recommend highly.”
“i used sitting pretty chair covers for my wedding at northbrook park, nicky was lovely in
her approach to everything, great communication at all times and did a fantastic job on the
day. She was faultless and I would definitely reccommend her to anyone. Flawless and
completly reliable.”
“The chairs looked beautiful and the colour they had suggested looked perfect. We had
originally thought about having one colour but after talking to Nicky she suggested
something else which was a much better idea !”
“Superb, trustworthy supplier. Excellent communication throughout the planning process,
including sensitive guidance to help me achieve my vision. Very friendly and personable.
Top quality products used on the day with every attention given to detail and presentation.
Flexibe with numbers until very close to the wedding day which helped me keep my costs
down. Good value in comparison with others. I can’t recommend highly enough - thank you!”
“Sitting Pretty chair covers were such high quality and had an excellent choice of colours.
On the day Nicky helped create the vision we had of our perfect wedding receptiion venue.
The service was very easy to organise.”
“So professional! Couldn’t have done more to help us! Post box and chair covers looked so
lovely! We’d definitely recommend Sitting Pretty Chair Covers!”

“Venue looked fabulous, we were very pleased with sitting prettys service.”
“We met Nicky from sitting pretty at the wedding fair held at our venue Northbrook Park.
Right from the start sitting pretty were professional, welcoming and had a good
understanding of what we liked. We booked them straight away and book a new design they
hadnt used before. On the day the finished product looked stunning, captured our theme of
the day beautifully. Thankyou”
“Our chairs were so beautiful, the bows and colour made our room perfect!”
“Very professional and the covers looked incredible on the day.”
“Nicky was extremely helpful from start to finish and the venue looked superb on the day.
She was happy to order additional sashes in my chosen colour even though I was quite late in
confirming numbers. She had a large range of sash colours and understood what I was trying
to achieve (a subtle addition of colour as the venue was quite "busy" with architectural
detail and a patterned carpet). The chair covers themselves were perfectly pressed and
fitted.”
“Nicky was great from the start. She offered so many options and helped us match the chair
covers to our fairly unique colour. She was eage to offer other services, but very
understanding when we declined, to the point of agreeing it wasn’t the best option. On the
day, she dealt with the set up with minimal fuss, but the ideal level of engagementt and
support, at the point at which we were both quite stressed in arranging the rest of the day, I
would have no problem recommending her to anyone.”
“We used sitting pretty, they were quick to respond, knew what they were doing and made
us feel that confident that we let them make some of the decisions about the wedding
colours.”
“Nicky was very helpful in patient as we considered our options. We chose lace sashes which
I hadn’t seen offered anywhere else and went perfectly with our theme. It was one of the
finishing touches that made our day so perfect.”
“Very good service, finished chairs really transformed the room”
“Nicky was lovely and so easy to get in touch with. She didnt bat an eyelid when my numbers
changed and sent me swatches of everything in advance so i could choose what best worked
with my scheme. The overall effect was lovely on the day.”
“Sitting pretty are a very proffessional company. The chair covers and ties supplied were
beautiful and presented immaculately. Nicky and her team were a fantastic help on the day,
not only did they cover all our chairs but also helped out with dressing our the top table (due

to another supplier dressing it completely wrong). I highly recommend sitting pretty!”
“Nicky is a true professional and what she produced was fantastic. She had a wide selection
of colours and styles to choose from. She was very responsive when communicating also
which is great.”
“Room set up perfectly. Samples sent out promptly and good advice”
“NIcky was extremely helpful and accommodated all our needs without fuss and the end
result was perfect. We had no problems with communication and felt confident in their
ability from start to finish. Our guests all commented on how beautiful the room looked and
the chair covers added to the whole appearance. Each chair matched, the bows were all the
same size, all the little things that make such a difference to the appearance. I wouldn’t
hesitate to recomment Sitty Pretty.”

Why They Booked (in random order)
“They were recommended by two other companies that we used at our wedding”
“Good service and brilliant cost”
“Great value for money and excellent service”
“Sitting Pretty had the best range of sashes of the companies that we looked at.”
“Sitting Pretty was one styling company recommended by my venue. I was very impressed
when I met Nicky that she took the time to find out my colours/theme and to discuss how I
wanted the room to look. She was very flexible (I chose my final colour choice 3 weeks
before) and nothing was too much trouble.”
“They were professional, listened and supported with their expertise.”
“Because they came recommended and even though they weren’t the cheapest I got a sense
that they were organised and professional and I did not want any hassle on the day.”
“Great communication and value for money. Wouldn’t hesitate to recommend to friends and
family”
“Highly recommended by our florist Caroline Oleron from Cherfold Cottage Flowers.”
“Recommended”
“Nicky’s friendly approach and options available.”
“Good range of colours, had already worked with the venue so knew chair sizes and room
styles/ layouts. Good website and quick to respond to contact. Good prices.”
“i used sitting pretty chair covers for my wedding at northbrook park, nicky was lovely in
her approach to everything, great communication at all times and did a fantastic job on the
day. She was faultless and I would definitely reccommend her to anyone. Flawless and
completly reliable.”
“Recommended supplier and when I searched for alternatives they still seemed to be the
best around.”
“They were at Losley park wedding fair and I felt that the customer service was great.”
“The quality of Nicky’s chair covers was superior to many of her competitors, and also she

was very familiar with our wedding venue.”
“New the venue well, good range of samples, friendly service”
“Nicki was fantastic!”
“Friendly, professional and excellent customer service.”
“We were recommended Sitting Pretty by the venue and our florist and found that they
were immediately responsive and helpful and could provide what we wanted at a
competitive price. We had seen photos of the venue from a previous wedding where they
had been used and it was exactly what we were looking for.”
“Because they had a good relationship and understanding of our venue and the florist we
chose. And they understood what we wanted on our day.”
“For the professionalism and choice available”
“Work well with venue”
“Able to accommodate last minute decision!”
“Good value, great service, and a very engaging owner.”
“My venue recommended”
“I booked them as they were spoke highly of by our florist. I looked at the precious
weddings they had done and made my decision straight away based on their lovely photos!
Nicky was also very helpful and friendly.”
“Recommended by the venue who had a good working relationships with them and so gave
us complete faith that they would look fabulous...which they did !”
“Their chair covers fitted the chairs at our barn perfectly! For a very picky bride it worked
brilliantly!”
“Their customer service is first class, the price was spot on and they know exactly what they
are doing! Would recommend them every time. Godd luck guys”
“Very easy to work with, great range, ability to discuss ideas and easy to get hold of!”
“Clear, prompt response to my emails, quality of products and passion for her product.”

“They were recommended by the wedding venue and their pictures of previous weddings
looked very good.”
“Very friendly an helpful. Very easy and efficient booking process”
“They were already familiar with the venue and recomended by Loseley Park. Plus they
were good value for money.”
“I met Nikki at a wedding fayre and she had lovely sashes.”
“Friendly service with the exact chair covers and sashes I had been searching for”
“Recommended by Loseley Park. The chair covers and sashes helped to create our reception
’style’ and personalise our wedding.”
“Meet the supplier at a wedding fair at the venue and as they have worked at the venue lots
of times was happy to use them.”
“They were recommended by our venue.”
“Excellent customer service from Nicky and I felt reassured that she would run things
smoothly and efficiently on the day. I felt this would be the best result and most attractive
for the chair designs.”
“Because the venue recommended them and their work i viewed online was great”
“I wanted a "high end" effect for our wedding reception which Nicky played a large part in
successfully achieving, along with our florist and the staff at the venue. I booked Sitting
Pretty because I felt Nicky would be able to deliver the quality and attention to detail I was
looking for.”
“Nicky was so lovely!”
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